What’s Coming – Summer 2022

**Increasing Student Persistence by Working with Emotions** with Martha A Diede (course)

Due to launch: 16 June 2022

*Emotions impact learning. In this course, we explore how to work with emotions to encourage persistence and improve belonging in your classrooms.*

**Keeping Students Motivated Throughout the Unit** with Karen Harrison (webinar)

Due to launch: 29 June 2022

*In this webinar Karen Harrison will discuss how to maintain interest and engagement for the entirety of the unit.*

**Using Storytelling in Webinars** with Carol Webb (webinar)

20 July 2022

*Storytelling is a skill that you can develop and utilise in your live webinars. You can use storytelling to inform, inspire, or to engage your students and highlight key learnings. In this webinar Carol will share tips on how to make use of storytelling to engage students.*

**The Role of Structure in Inclusive Teaching** with Viji Sathy and Kelly Hogan (course)

Due to launch: August 2022

*Who is left behind by the decisions you make in teaching? Bring more equity to your course using structured course design and facilitation.*

**Internationalisation of the curriculum** with Anthony Manning (course)

Due to launch: August 2022

**Positive emotions: what can we do to enhance them?** with Robert Ahrens (webinar)

10 August 2022

**Using apps and tools to engage with learners (in, and out of, webinars)** with Steve Blunt (webinar)

31 August 2022